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Play school is the first step of kids to move from home to the outside world. At the beginning the
kids never feel comfortable with unknown people at the play school. But slowly and gradually the
school becomes the first love of the child. The child learns to communicate with the school teachers,
other fellow kids. This makes him develop a habit to meet them regularly which makes the child
comfortable with unknown persons, the school staff and fellow children.

The play school aims to provide the quality and worthwhile education in the play way learning
methods to small students.  All the communication is usually done only in English. The school is
offer studies from play school up to class I mostly. There is large number of play schools in Delhi
which offers to teach the play group children. The infrastructures of the play schools in Delhi are
equipped with all the modern facilities to make the children at ease.  The class rooms are quite big
and airy where any child can play or study smoothly. The schools are using all the latest teaching
aids like flap cards, dummies of some animals which is handmade by the teachers to tell students
the related stories. The play school offers world class services to the kids ensuring a healthy way of
life. They also have specialized teachers who are there to help the kids.

There are computer labs also through which students will understand what is computer, how it can
be use in its primary level.  And a good play ground is also linked in most of the schools where all
the students will get plenty of space to play together. There are also plenty of play schools in
Gurgaon which are located on the main roads of the locality which are far away from the crowded
and noisy market area. Play schools in Gurgaon plays a vital role in encouraging the good qualities
in the students such as to discover their hidden creativity and the thinking power in the right
directions. The play schools has decoratively arranged the play grounds with various swings,
sandpit, plants and trees, activity rooms and mini splash pool etc to ensure that the kids enjoy
playing with their peers. 

There are several play schools in Noida which are providing the best platform for your little booming
kids to develop their basic school sitting habits. The schools are providing excellent infrastructure to
make ease the teaching learning experience of each student.  All such facilities are well oriented in
school complete atmosphere which are helpful in students all round personality, confidence and
critical analysis development. The play schools in Noida are taking proper hygienic and nutritious
care before serving the meals to the kids and also teach them the right manner of eating habits. The
transport facility is also very sound and updated thus adding to the satisfaction of the parents.
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Writer is school advisor of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com, who also provides free of cost counseling
to parents on school admissions. A visit to the site lets parents know about the a Public Schools in
Noida  or a International Schools in Noida of their choice. They can also search for a Mohan
International School   as per their choice and fill up the school application forms online.
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